ZEAL OPTICS

'22/23 Snow
THAT MOMENT before you drop into a new line is always a mix of excitement, anticipation, reflection and a tiny bit of fear. It’s what you do to prepare that helps change that last bit to confidence.

Over the last year, our Ambassadors and R&D team have spent countless hours in the mountains dissecting every aspect of our goggle program to prepare for this launch.

As we come into what we hope will be a more normal winter, full of riding and traveling with friends, we’ve enhanced every goggle and lens, made our packaging and production more sustainable and created two groundbreaking new styles to help you see and prepare for every run ahead. In any condition.

This winter, get ready to drop into new mountains, perspectives, adventures and lines through our lenses. Get ready to drop into better.
Zeal is defined as passion, and our passion for winter defines the Zeal family. To help us continually push the limits of our goggles’ optics, we work with a dedicated team of powder purists to test our gear under the harshest conditions, day in and day out. To constantly elevate our products and help solve problems you never knew you had. We hope to see you out there this winter testing your Zeals and would love to hear your thoughts on social media - @zealoptics.

MEET THE ZEAL FAMILY AT ZEALOPTICS.COM/AMBASSADORS
As a company inspired by the natural world around us, we understand the importance of protecting and sustaining the planet for generations to come. We do this through some amazing projects and partnerships that reduce our footprint, spark social change and create better memories of our time outdoors.

In addition to our 1% for the Planet membership, we are constantly working to reduce the footprint of our products and practices. Here are some of the steps we’re taking to make our goggles more eco-friendly:

**SORONA STRAPS:** Sorona is a renewably sourced bio-based yarn that uses fermentation instead of chemical synthesis in its bonding, requiring 40% less energy and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 56% compared to nylon.

**ELIMINATION OF ALL PLASTIC IN PACKAGING:** Our goggles come in boxes made from FSC-Certified paper and are now packed with a pulp mold insert (three egg cartons) that eliminates the need for any foam or plastic. The entire package can be recycled as is!

**ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD:** Starting with the 21-22 season, Zeal will be using Envirowood on all its case materials. Envirowood converts agricultural waste fiber such as rice straw, wheat straw, elephant grass, and sugar cane into environmentally friendly building panels.

**ECO-FOCUSED FACTORY:** Our goggle factory is focused on constant improvement to reduce its footprint which includes using solar energy to power operations and recycling all fluids, water and excess frame material from production.

Want to learn more about our efforts? Scan the QR code or visit zealoptics.com/Commitment.

1% FOR THE PLANET
1% for the Planet is a global network of businesses committed to protecting the Earth’s resources for future generations. Members like Zeal Optics, New Belgium, Patagonia and more than 2,000 others donate 1% of gross sales to high-impact nonprofit partners that align with their values. At Zeal, we focus our contributions on the organizations you see here along with other groups that are dedicated to preserving our natural resources.
We know optics

At Zeal Optics, everything we do begins and ends with optical quality. We’re constantly striving to improve our lenses to help you see more of the mountain. As a proud part of the Maui Jim family, Zeal has unrivaled access to the latest materials and technology developments, as well as the top suppliers in the world. At the heart of our goggle line, where the sintered base meets the snow, are our three lens collections: Optimum, Optimum Polarized and Optimum Polarized Automatic+. These collections are designed to make mind-blowing technologies easy to understand and provide a “Great, Better, Best” approach.

DROP INTO Technology
This collection is named Optimum for a reason—well actually a whole bunch of them. The foundation of all Zeal Optics lens collections, Optimum is built with complete protection from harmful UV rays, our unreal Everclear Anti-Fog, Permashield Hardcoat and optimal color filtration for perfect clarity, heightened color and enhanced definition. Available in a range of mirrors and tints, Optimum has you covered no matter what Mother Nature serves up.

**LENS FEATURES**
- Permashield Hardcoat
- Everclear Anti-Fog
- Color Filtration
- Hydro/Oleophobic
- Blocks 100% UVA/B/C Rays

**OPTIMUM COLLECTION**

- **Dark Grey**
  - 10% VLT | Category S3

- **Jade Mirror**
  - 30% VLT | Category S2

- **Phoenix Mirror**
  - 30% VLT | Category S2

- **Alchemy Mirror**
  - 30% VLT | Category S2

- **Persimmon Sky Mirror**
  - 65% VLT | Category S1

- **Clear**
  - 80% VLT | Category S0

**Lenses Technologies**

- **Everclear Anti-Fog**
  - STANDARD FEATURE
  - Everclear Anti-Fog is a hydrophilic infusion which can’t be wiped off. It dissipates moisture by flattening the water contact angle and maximizing surface energy to prevent condensation buildups, ensuring clear vision no matter the condition. Everclear Anti-Fog exists fogging for more than 220 seconds, ten times the industry standard.

- **Color Filtration**
  - STANDARD FEATURE
  - Short wave blue light reduction is a standard feature of all Zeal Optics lenses. Blue light distorts color and by filtering it out, you are able to see pure, vivid colors with greater clarity and detail.

- **Permashield Hardcoat**
  - STANDARD FEATURE
  - To resist scratches on the surface of the lens, we apply our clear optical grade Permashield Hardcoat. It bonds to the polycarbonate and is UV cured for greater adhesion and prolonged protection of the lens.

- **UV Protection**
  - STANDARD FEATURE
  - All Zeal Optics lenses block 100% UVA/B/C rays for increased protection. Optimum Polarized and Optimum Polarized Automatic+ also block 95% of HEV light, the leading cause of macular degeneration and long-term eye damage.

- **Hydro/Oleo**
  - STANDARD FEATURE
  - We apply a Hydro- and Oleophobic coating to prevent moisture, oil and fingerprints from adhering to the lens. This steepens the contact angle to 90° so water and oil bead off the lens instead of dispersing across the surface. This coating is applied via vacuum deposition rather than immersion, eliminating distortion on the front side of the lens.

- **Super Hydro/Oleo**
  - Standard feature
  - Super Hydro/Oleo comes with Optimum Polarized and Optimum Polarized Automatic+ and boasts a contact angle of 115°.

- **Ultra-Spherical Lens**
  - AVAILABLE IN HANGFIRE, HIGHMARK, PORTAL XL, PORTAL, HEMISPHERE & NOMAD
  - Our spherical polycarbonate lens curves both vertically and horizontally. By mimicking the shape of the eye, it helps reduce optical distortion. The increased volume also enhances peripheral vision and stress dispersion to reduce glare and fogging.

- **Cylindrical Lens**
  - AVAILABLE IN LOOKOUT & BEACON
  - Our cylindrical polycarbonate lens is flatter and has a lower profile than our spherical lens. The lens curves horizontally while remaining flat vertically allowing for a closer fit. It is digitally optically tapered in thickness to reduce distortion and provide similar optics to a spherical lens.
 reflected light travels horizontally creating intense, harsh light we know as glare

optimum polarized

Our Optimum Polarized Collection has all the color, clarity and contrast of Optimum, with the added bonus of polarized protection for a glare-free view of the terrain while highlighting ice and hardpack. Our Japanese-made, premium polarized lens is designed to block reflected light and filter 95% of HEV light. This delivers the ultimate color experience and exceptional definition and contrast of the snow’s surface, all while reducing eye fatigue and the risk of long-term eye damage.

CLARITY + PROTECTION

L E N S  F E A T U R E S

- PermaShield Hardcoat
- Everclear Anti-Fog
- Color Filtration
- Blocks 100% UVA/B/C Rays
- Hydro/Oleoophobic
- 95%+ Polarized Efficiency
- Cuts Glare & Reflected Light
- Blocks 95% HEV Light
- Reduces Risk of Long Term Eye Damage
- Protects from Eye Fatigue
- Heightened Color, Definition & Detail
- Super Hydro/Oleo
- Highlights Ice & Hardpack

OPTIMUM POLARIZED COLLECTION

- Polarized Dark Grey | 10% VLT | Category S3
- Polarized Jade | 18% VLT | Category S2
- Polarized Phoenix | 18% VLT | Category S2
- Polarized Alchemy | 18% VLT | Category S3

optimum polarized
Yup, it’s true: We took the best of the best and made it even better. It’s so good you’ll never have to change your lens again. Why? Because Automatic+ lenses have all the features of our Optimum and Polarized Collections + photochromic technology, so your lens automatically adjusts color and tint in changing light conditions, delivering an unsurpassed optical experience for all-day performance in a single lens. One lens, every condition.

**FEATURES**

- Permashield Hardcoat
- Everclear Anti-Fog
- Color Filtration
- Blocks 100% UVA/B/C Rays
- Hydro/Oleophobic
- 95%+ Polarized Efficiency
- Cuts Glare & Reflected Light
- Blocks 95% HEV Light
- Reduces Risk of Long Term Eye Damage
- Protects from Eye Fatigue
- Heightened Color, Definition & Detail
- Super Hydro/Oleo
- Highlights Ice & Hardpack
- UV-Activated Photochromic Technology
- Changes Color and Tint with Changing Light Conditions
- Transitions in Under 10 Seconds

**OPTIMUM POLARIZED AUTOMATIC+ COLLECTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens</th>
<th>Base Color</th>
<th>Active Color</th>
<th>VLT (%)</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto+ YB (YELLOW-BASE)</td>
<td>Base: Yellow</td>
<td>Active: Persimmon</td>
<td>33%—17%</td>
<td>S2—3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto+ GB (GREY-BASE)</td>
<td>Base: Light Grey</td>
<td>Active: Deep Rose</td>
<td>38%—18%</td>
<td>S2—3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto+ RB (ROSE-BASE)</td>
<td>Base: Light Rose</td>
<td>Active: Deep Rose</td>
<td>38%—20%</td>
<td>S2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Zeal Optics frame technologies

**venting**

**standard feature**

Upper and lower venting and wicking fabrics regulate interior airflow and ensure fogging is kept at bay.

**dual-strap system**

**standard feature**

Comfort, simplicity and adjustability are key components in finding the perfect fit. Our dual-strap system helps you find your optimal fit every time.

**over the glass ready**

**standard feature**

Our patented OTG system provides the simplest, most effective OTG system to date, with style and performance built into a simple, functional design.

**no slip grip**

**standard feature**

A beaded silicon coating on every strap ensures that whether wearing a helmet or beanie, your goggle will stay exactly where you place it.

**triple-layer face foam**

**standard feature**

Our plush triple-layer face foam offers a perfect fit for all-day comfort and protection from the elements.

**Rx Insert**

Our universal prescription insert fits securely inside Zeal Optics’ goggle frames (and just about any other brand’s), keeping your prescription in place and optically aligned.

**SKU 10134**

2018/19

**BEST SHOW OF BEST SHOW OF BEST SHOW OF BEST SHOW OF**

Our patented RLRs collection features a rimless frame design for unsurpassed peripheral vision and a dual sliding rail system that guides, slides, and locks your lens in place anywhere on the mountain.

**AVAILABLE IN HIGHMARK, LOOKOUT, PORTAL XL AND PORTAL**

**GUIDE. SLIDE. LOCK.**

Changing lenses has never been easier! RLRs’ dual sliding rail system, guides and slides lenses easily onto the frame while a magnetic closure locks your lens into place, ensuring a simple and secure lens swap. Featuring a rimless frame design for unsurpassed peripheral vision while skiing, snowboarding or snowmobiling.

**AVAILABLE IN HANGFIRE, LOOKOUT, BEACON, PORTAL XL, HEMISPHERE**

We believe you should never sacrifice performance for style. The same is true if you wear glasses while riding. We crafted the simplest, most effective OTG system to date, with style and performance built into a simple, functional design.

**SEE WHAT’S NEXT**

With ODT, we’ve removed most of the frame material at the bottom of the goggle (but kept the venting) to let the lens sit closer to your face and tilt out as it rises. This allows you to see more of the line below you, 20% in fact, and focus on what’s coming your way. The canted lens also eliminates reflections on your inner lens from incoming light.

**Traditional Goggle**

**Observation Deck Technology**

INCREASES VERTICAL PERIPHERAL BY 20%

SEE WHAT’S NEXT

Taking a page from the physics behind structures like air traffic control towers, Observation Deck Technology (ODT) is the first goggle system that replicates the eagle’s view of the mountains, to help you see every inch of the line below you.

**AVAILABLE IN HANGFIRE, LOOKOUT AND BEACON**

**GUIDE. SLIDE. LOCK.**

Changing lenses has never been easier! RLRs’ dual sliding rail system, guides and slides lenses easily onto the frame while a magnetic closure locks your lens into place, ensuring a simple and secure lens swap. Featuring a rimless frame design for unsurpassed peripheral vision while skiing, snowboarding or snowmobiling.

**AVAILABLE IN HANGFIRE, LOOKOUT, PORTAL XL AND PORTAL**

**GUIDE. SLIDE. LOCK.**

Changing lenses has never been easier! RLRs’ dual sliding rail system, guides and slides lenses easily onto the frame while a magnetic closure locks your lens into place, ensuring a simple and secure lens swap. Featuring a rimless frame design for unsurpassed peripheral vision while skiing, snowboarding or snowmobiling.

**AVAILABLE IN HANGFIRE, LOOKOUT, PORTAL XL AND PORTAL**

**GUIDE. SLIDE. LOCK.**

Changing lenses has never been easier! RLRs’ dual sliding rail system, guides and slides lenses easily onto the frame while a magnetic closure locks your lens into place, ensuring a simple and secure lens swap. Featuring a rimless frame design for unsurpassed peripheral vision while skiing, snowboarding or snowmobiling.

**AVAILABLE IN HANGFIRE, LOOKOUT, PORTAL XL AND PORTAL**

**GUIDE. SLIDE. LOCK.**

Changing lenses has never been easier! RLRs’ dual sliding rail system, guides and slides lenses easily onto the frame while a magnetic closure locks your lens into place, ensuring a simple and secure lens swap. Featuring a rimless frame design for unsurpassed peripheral vision while skiing, snowboarding or snowmobiling.

**AVAILABLE IN HANGFIRE, LOOKOUT, PORTAL XL AND PORTAL**
The Observation Deck Technology roster just got a lot deeper. For ’22/23, Zeal introduces Hangfire, the first spherical goggle to join the ODT family. Combining the optical technology of spherical lenses, which mimic the eye’s shape to minimize distortion, with ODT’s award-winning pantoscopic-tilt design, allowing you to see 20% more of the slope below you, the mountains just got a whole lot bigger.

With its sleek rimless design, incredible peripheral and helmet compatibility, Hangfire takes a minimalistic approach to revolutionizing the way you see winter.
LENS TECH
Spherical polycarbonate
Everclear Anti-Fog
Permashield Hardcoat
Available in Δ △ 

FRAME FEATURES
Observation Deck Technology
Rimless frame design
Upper and lower venting
Tripple-layer face foam
Helmet compatible
OTG Ready

FIT
Medium fit, medium coverage
Dual-strap adjustment
No Slip Grip strap

ACCESSORY LENSES

HANGFIRE

NEW

LENS TECH

Spherical polycarbonate
Everclear Anti-Fog
Permashield Hardcoat
Available in Δ △ 

FRAME FEATURES
Observation Deck Technology
Rimless frame design
Upper and lower venting
Tripple-layer face foam
Helmet compatible
OTG Ready

FIT
Medium fit, medium coverage
Dual-strap adjustment
No Slip Grip strap

ACCESSORY LENSES

HANGFIRE

NEW

LENS TECH

Spherical polycarbonate
Everclear Anti-Fog
Permashield Hardcoat
Available in Δ △ 

FRAME FEATURES
Observation Deck Technology
Rimless frame design
Upper and lower venting
Tripple-layer face foam
Helmet compatible
OTG Ready

FIT
Medium fit, medium coverage
Dual-strap adjustment
No Slip Grip strap

ACCESSORY LENSES
Introducing Highmark, Zeal’s first snowmobile-specific goggle. Featuring a pliable rubber TPU outrigger, wind-blocking nose beak and extended upper face foam, Highmark builds on the Portal XL chassis for a seamless full-face helmet fit and protection from the elements on the longest days in the backcountry.

YOU ASKED FOR IT, AND HIGHMARK DELIVERS.

ACCESSORY LENSES

- Auto+ GB 12163
- Auto+ RB 12162
- Auto+ YB 12164
- Polarized Jade 12165
- Phoenix Mirror 12169
- Persimmon Sky Blue Mirror 12172
- Clear 12173
- Persimmon Sky Blue 12174

LENS TECH
- Spherical polycarbonate
- Everclear Anti-Fog
- Permashield Hardcoat
- Wind-blocking nose beak

FRAME FEATURES
- RLS Technology
- Rimless frame design
- Upper and lower venting
- Extended triple-layer face foam
- Helmet compatible (including full face)
- Pliable TPU Outrigger
- OTG Ready

FIT
- Large fit, large coverage
- Dual-strap adjustment
- No Slip Grip strap

Persimmon Sky Blue Lens Included

POWER INTO Snowmobiling .
LENS TECH
Cylindrical polycarbonate
Evolve Anti-Fog
Permashield Hardcoat
Available in

FRAME FEATURES
RLS Technology
Observation Deck Technology
Rimless frame design
Upper and lower venting
Triple-layer face foam
Helmet compatible
OTG Ready

FIT
Medium fit, large coverage
Dual-strap adjustment
No Slip Grip strap
Persimmon Sky Blue Lens included

ACCESSORY LENSES

optimum polarized automatic+

optimum polarized

optimum

Technology highlight

ZEAL OPTICS 22 / 23 SNOW

24

25
B E A C O N

LENS TECH
Cylindrical polycarbonate
Everclear Anti-Fog
Permashield Hardcoat
Available in △ □ □

FRAME FEATURES
Observation Deck Technology
Semi-rimless frame design
Upper and lower venting
Triple-layer face foam
Helmet compatible
OTG Ready

FIT
Medium fit, medium coverage
Dual-strap adjustment
No Slip Grip strap

ACCESSORY LENSES

Optimum
colorful automatic+

Optimum polarized

Optimum

Technology highlight
PORTAL XL

LENS TECH
Spherical polycarbonate
Everclear Anti-Fog
Permashield Hardcoat
Available in:

FRAME FEATURES
RLS Technology
Rimless frame design
Upper and lower venting
Triple-layer face foam
Helmet compatible
OTG Ready

FIT
Large fit, large coverage
Dual-strap adjustment
No Slip Grip strap

ACCESSORY LENSES
Persimmon Sky Blue
Lens Included

optimum polarized automatic+

Wildwood, Auto+ RB
Polarized Alchemy

Roots, Auto+ GB
Polarized Alchemy

Fog, Auto+ GB

optimum polarized

Breakers, Polarized Alchemy
Moray, Polarized Jade

optimum

Cordillera, Phoenix Mirror
Breakers, Alchemy Mirror
Moray, Jade Mirror

Roots, Jade Mirror

Technology highlight
PORTAL

LENS TECH
Spherical polycarbonate
Everclear Anti-Fog
Permashield Hardcoat
Available in  

FRAME FEATURES
R.L Technology
Rimless frame design
Upper and lower venting
Triplet layer face foam
Helmet compatible

FIT
Medium fit, large coverage
Dual strap adjustment
No Slip Grip strap
Universal Fit (Asian Fit) options available

ACCESSORY LENSES
Persimmon Sky Blue
Lens Included

LENS TECH
Spherical polycarbonate
Everclear Anti-Fog
Permashield Hardcoat
Available in  

FRAME FEATURES
R.L Technology
Rimless frame design
Upper and lower venting
Triplet layer face foam
Helmet compatible

FIT
Medium fit, large coverage
Dual strap adjustment
No Slip Grip strap
Universal Fit (Asian Fit) options available

ACCESSORY LENSES
Persimmon Sky Blue
Lens Included

UNIVERSAL FIT COLLECTION
Our exclusive Universal Fit (Asian Fit) design adds additional, contoured foam to specific sections of our goggles’ nose bridge to create a flush fit for flatter bridges and to keep airflow out.
**Hemisphere**

**LENS TECH**
Spherical polycarbonate
Everclear Anti-Fog
Permashield Hardcoat
Available in:

**FRAME FEATURES**
Upper and lower venting
Triple-layer face foam
Helmet compatible
OTG Ready

**FIT**
Medium fit, medium coverage
Dual-strap adjustment
No Slip Grip strap

**ACCESSORY LENSES**
- Dark Night, Jade Mirror
- Dark Night, Alchemy Mirror
- Dark Night, Persimmon Sky Blue Mirror

**Nomad**

**LENS TECH**
Spherical polycarbonate
Everclear Anti-Fog
Permashield Hardcoat
Available in:

**FRAME FEATURES**
Upper and lower venting
Triple-layer face foam
Helmet compatible

**FIT**
Medium fit, large coverage
Dual-strap adjustment
No Slip Grip strap

**ACCESSORY LENSES**
- Dark Night, Dark Grey Mirror
- Dark Night, Persimmon Sky Blue Mirror
- Dark Night, Phoenix Mirror

**NEW Entry-Level Pricing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens Type</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto+ GB</td>
<td>11578</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto+ RB</td>
<td>11579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto+ YB</td>
<td>11577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarized Jade</td>
<td>11581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persimmon Sky Blue Mirror</td>
<td>11583</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Optimum**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens Type</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto+ GB</td>
<td>11410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarized Jade</td>
<td>11412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pheonix Mirror</td>
<td>11406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persimmon Sky Blue Mirror</td>
<td>11572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our display program brings the Zeal Optics brand to life with options for every retailer. The use of cold-rolled steel and cedar invites the outdoors, and your customers, in to experience the Zeal difference.

- Cedar and cold-rolled steel
- LED lighting
- Seasonal magnetic back graphic
- Adjustable mirror
- Easy to shop and merchandise
- Open sell with option for door
- White glove service delivery

Enhance your experience with accessory lens options for all Zeal Optics goggles. And every condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accessory lenses</th>
<th>Hangfire</th>
<th>Highmark</th>
<th>Lookout</th>
<th>Beacon</th>
<th>Portal XL</th>
<th>Portal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto+ RB</td>
<td>38-20% VLT</td>
<td>Category S2-3</td>
<td>12190</td>
<td>12192</td>
<td>11977</td>
<td>11962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto+ GB</td>
<td>38-18% VLT</td>
<td>Category S2-3</td>
<td>12191</td>
<td>12193</td>
<td>11978</td>
<td>11963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto+ YB</td>
<td>33-17% VLT</td>
<td>Category S2-3</td>
<td>12192</td>
<td>12194</td>
<td>11979</td>
<td>11964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarized Jade</td>
<td>18% VLT</td>
<td>Category S2</td>
<td>12193</td>
<td>12195</td>
<td>11980</td>
<td>11967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarized Phoenix</td>
<td>18% VLT</td>
<td>Category S2</td>
<td>12194</td>
<td>12196</td>
<td>11981</td>
<td>11969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarized Alchemy</td>
<td>18% VLT</td>
<td>Category S2</td>
<td>12195</td>
<td>12197</td>
<td>11982</td>
<td>11971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade Mirror</td>
<td>30% VLT</td>
<td>Category S2</td>
<td>12196</td>
<td>12198</td>
<td>11983</td>
<td>11973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Mirror</td>
<td>30% VLT</td>
<td>Category S2</td>
<td>12197</td>
<td>12199</td>
<td>11984</td>
<td>11975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alchemy Mirror</td>
<td>30% VLT</td>
<td>Category S2</td>
<td>12198</td>
<td>12200</td>
<td>11985</td>
<td>11977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Grey</td>
<td>10% VLT</td>
<td>Category S3</td>
<td>12199</td>
<td>12201</td>
<td>11986</td>
<td>11979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persimmon Sky Blue Mirror</td>
<td>65% VLT</td>
<td>Category S1</td>
<td>12200</td>
<td>12202</td>
<td>11987</td>
<td>11982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>80% VLT</td>
<td>Category S0</td>
<td>12201</td>
<td>12203</td>
<td>11988</td>
<td>11984</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zeal Optics display program

Built for life outdoors, designed for your store.

Cedar and cold-rolled steel
LED lighting
Seasonal magnetic back graphic
Adjustable mirror
Easy to shop and merchandise
Open sell with option for door
White glove service delivery

79.66” H x 24.25” W x 15.00” D

Zeal Optics Medium Display
Winter Magnetic Backdrop
4-Tier Goggle Glorifier

Goggle Slatwall Display
206141
Zeal Optics Medium Display
208342
Winter Magnetic Backdrop
208342
4-Tier Goggle Glorifier
208342
### Hangfire
- 12041, Dark Night Auto+ RB
- 12043, Wildwood Auto+ GB
- 12044, Roots Auto+ RB
- 12045, Fog Auto+ RB
- 12046, Dark Night Polarized Jade
- 12047, Dark Night Polarized Phoenix
- 12048, Dark Night Polarized Alchemy
- 12049, Breakers Polarized Jade
- 12050, Moray Polarized Dark Grey
- 12051, Roots Polarized Alchemy
- 12052 Coral Polarized Phoenix
- 12053, Dark Night Alchemy Mirror
- 12054, Dark Night Jade Mirror
- 12055, Cordillera Phoenix Mirror
- 12056, Dark Night Alchemy Mirror
- 12057, Breakers Polarized Alchemy
- 12058, Breakers Polarized Alchemy
- 12059, Moray Alchemy Mirror

### Highmark
- 12060, Dark Night Auto+ RB
- 12061, Dark Night Azure, Auto+ GB
- 12062, Dark Night Moray, Polarized Phoenix
- 12063, Dark Night Polarized Jade
- 12064, Dark Night Auto+ GB
- 12065, Breakers Polarized Alchemy
- 12066, Fog Polarized Jade
- 12067, Macaw Polarized Dark Grey
- 12068, Roots Polarized Alchemy
- 12069, Breakers Jade Mirror
- 12070, Roots Alchemy Mirror
- 12071, Moray Jade Mirror
- 12072, Moray Jade Mirror
- 12073, Cordillera Phoenix Mirror

### Lookout
- 11871, Dark Night Auto+ RB
- 11873, Dark Night Auto+ GB
- 11875, Dark Night Auto+ GB
- 11883, Dark Night Dark Grey
- 11884, Dark Night Jade Mirror

### Beacon
- 11768, Dark Night Auto+ GB
- 11769, Dark Night Auto+ GB
- 11800, Dark Night Auto+ GB
- 11900, Dark Night Phoenix Mirror
- 11916, Dark Night Persimmon Sky Blue Mirror
- 11930, Dark Night Alchemy Mirror
- 11999, Dark Night Alchemy Mirror
- 12002, Dark Night Auto+ GB
- 12003, Dark Night Polarized Alchemy
- 12075, Fog Auto+ GB
- 12076, Wildwood Dark Grey

### Warranty Info
Quality and durability are key components of all Zeal Optics goggles. If you experience a manufacturing defect in material or workmanship, our goggles are warranted for 2 years from the purchase date. Zeal Optics only authorizes warranty claims for the original buyer of products purchased from authorized dealers.

We repair or replace, at our discretion, any Zeal Optics goggle (excludes closeout or discontinued goggles) deemed defective by our in-house repair technicians. This excludes damage caused by improper use or normal wear and tear, the scratched lenses or accidental breakage. Not a warranty repair? No problem. Zeal Optics offers special low-cost repairs and replacement parts to keep your goggles in excellent condition.

Give us a call at 1.888.454.9325 for questions.

Zeal Optics is a proud part of the Maui Jim family.

### Caring for Your Goggles
The best way to clean your goggles is to gently wipe the surface of the lens with the interior of the protective bag provided. DO NOT soak or submerge the lens. Do not use cleaning solutions or chemicals.

After using your goggles, put them in a dry, well ventilated location to allow all moisture to evaporate before returning them into the microfiber protective bag included in the package. Always store your dry goggles in the goggle bag between uses.
WE BELIEVE LIFE IS BEST LIVED OUTSIDE AND WE MAKE ADVENTURE-READY EYEWEAR FOR THOSE WHO AGREE.

Interested in our Sunglass Collection and Rx program? Contact your account executive or drop us a line:
888.454.9325 | info@zealoptics.com

Below are examples of our ‘21/22 custom POP display campaign. Please see additional options on Brandfolder and don’t hesitate to reach out to your account executive or our creative manager, Jackie Bradley (jbradley@zealoptics.com), with questions.
You’re holding the future of the world’s forest in your hands. Only FSC certified paper is used in the production of our catalogs, ensuring the materials we print do not compromise the health of the great outdoors. Read it. Pass it. Recycle it.